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tions as they arose. Hence he can scarcely be ranked in the first
flight of international statesmen, though his place must be ex-
tremely high in the second. Personal respect for his massive
wisdom and calm temper was nearly universal abroad.1 Backed
by the very long lead of his country's fleet and the formidable
record of her small army, he enabled her amid successive dangers
to hold her own for the time being better than her position other-
wise warranted.
His government's chief domestic achievements fell in the
spheres of finance, local government, and education. After
Balfour his most successful colleague was Goschen.
Few chancellors of the exchequer, if any, have come to that
office with more previous financial experience. But his earlier
budgets repeated, though cautiously, the ideas embodied in
Lord Randolph Churchill's draft. Lord Randolph was to raid
the Northcote Sinking Fund for £4-5 millions; Goschen's first
Budget raided it for £2 millions. Lord Randolph was to reduce
the income-tax from 8rf. to $d. Goschen reduced it to jd. in 1887
and to 6d. in 1888. Lord Randolph was to take zd. off tea;
Goschen did so in 1890. The smaller reduction on tobacco he
made at once. Lord Randolph was to increase the amount of
central subventions to local government by £2-4 millions; Gos-
chen (who had special knowledge of local government) went
farther, increasing it in 1888 by £%'Q millions, and in 1889 and
1890 finding still larger amounts. All this suggests the continuing
influence of treasury officials. But whereas Lord Randolph's
schemes involved forcing economies on his colleagues, Goschen
was successful in defraying a rising expenditure. Beside the ex-
pansion of local government there were increases in the army
and navy estimates and a special naval building programme
(1889), and £2 millions for free education (1891). While helped
in his task by a trade improvement, he resorted also to small new
taxes. He shared Gladstone's dislike of the income-tax, but he
believed that the only way to avoid undue reliance on this and a
few other big imposts was to reverse to some extent the Glad-
stonian policy of sweeping away lesser ones. Not all his proposals
went through; a 'wheel and van* (promptly nicknamed Veal and
1 Not quite: Holstein, e.g., had a rooted objection to his 'intolerable personality'.
See many passages quoted from him by Dr. G. P. Gooch, Studies in Modern History
(1931). The Emperor William II also disliked him.

